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Subject:

Eagle lake 2019-2020 dues and internet use

From:

rolf tiedemann (camptouchstone@yahoo.com)

To:

billzito1@gmail.com;

Cc:

camptouchstone@yahoo.com; cdhyde1@gmail.com; topnotch@nycap.rr.com;

Date:

Monday, May 13, 2019 12:56 PM

Bill
Thank you again for the generous offer this past Fall to allow the ELPOI to use /share your internet bandwidth to support the
cameras on Eagle lake thru the winter of 2018-2019.
After working a few of the background bugs out of the equipment on our end, the connection worked great. Thank you for
your onsite help, and patience, in doing this with us.
It was nice to be able to capture the winter changes, from snow to wind and then Spring melt and ice out. Your donation will
allow the ELPOI to spend the saved funds on lake related monitoring, member communications and other Mission statement
related items.
To say thank you for this we would like to offer you a complimentary membership to the ELPOI. There is nothing that you
need to do with regards to this just know that your name will be included in our rolls as a paid member for 2019-2020.
However, we do ask that when you receive the upcoming Spring 2019 newsletter, please review the contact information
section, correct/complete if necessary, decide if you would like to join us at the annual meeting and social picnic, mark the
form for the picnic if appropriate and return the form. We would love to have you join us for both.
We hope our sharing was not to much of a problem, and if possible would like to ask in advance if we might avail ourselves of
being able to share again this winter, with a reconnection time some time mid October.
While I'm at the lake for the Memorial Day weekend, and week after, I will stop over to transfer our connection back to the
Shultz's for the summer months- this change will not affect any of your connections.
See you soon
Rolf Tiedemann
EPLOI Treasurer
ps. todays, somewhat gloomy image of what so far has been a cold and wet spring if you are not at the lake to enjoy the view
directly. Nonetheless, this is from the other side of the lake. Enjoy!
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